
 

 

 

A commuter rail update from RTD  

 

Good afternoon,  
 

We write to keep you informed on the status of two of RTD’s commuter rail lines, the University 
of Colorado A Line and the G Line. On Thursday, Nov. 15, 2018, the Federal Railroad 
Administration (FRA) sent a letter to RTD reiterating concerns the FRA had expressed to RTD 
and the project concessionaire, Denver Transit Partners (DTP), regarding DTP’s compliance with 
the warning time waiver, DTP’s designed buffer time and FRA regulations.  
 
The FRA has informed RTD it will approve quiet zones on the University of Colorado A Line and 
G Line when the grade-crossing warning system reliably activates as designed by DTP. Likewise, 
the FRA will allow revenue service demonstration testing on the G Line only when RTD and DTP 
have satisfactorily addressed its concerns.  
 
The FRA is requiring RTD to submit a corrective action plan within 30 days. RTD will use all 
tools available per the concession agreement with DTP to do so.  
 
RTD anticipated this request from the FRA in light of the FRA’s inspection reports and testing of 
crossings on the University of Colorado A Line and G Line. RTD had previously notified DTP of 
regulatory deficiencies and required that DTP provide the transit agency with a remedial plan 
due to DTP’s failure to satisfy regulatory and contractual requirements in a timely manner.  
 
RTD is requiring DTP to work with the transit agency to develop a detailed corrective action 
plan acceptable to FRA, notwithstanding DTP’s assertions that various FRA positions may be a 
change in law. RTD is also requiring DTP to identify and describe the technical resources to be 
employed to satisfy RTD's and FRA's concerns.  
 
This update does not affect the continued safe, reliable service of the University of Colorado A 
Line, nor does it impede the progress being made toward opening the G Line for revenue 
service with quiet zones established. RTD continues to work closely with DTP to support the 
concessionaire in completing the project. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
The RTD Communications Team 
 


